
Sonic The Hedgehog Classic

**About Sonic the Hedgehog**

By using the app Sonic the Hedgehog, the popular SEGA game can now be played on smartphones

and tablets. As in the classic, players have to run through numerous levels and defeat opponents

in order to save the world from Dr. Eggman.

Sonic the Hedgehog is one of the most popular and well-known SEGA games worldwide and can

now even be played on mobile devices. Run through many colorful levels and use Sonic's insane

speed to run through loops, collect rings or defeat enemies. The reworked version of the SEGA

classic convinces with a perfect adjustment to mobile devices and offers you a new game mode

and many new game characters.

**Sonic the Hedgehog - Features:** 

- Classic gameplay: The popular SEGA game Sonic the Hedgehog can now be played on

smartphones and tablets. Since the game has the same game structure, the same game principle

and the same game design, you enjoy pure retro feeling. As in the classic, you have to control

Sonic in the mobile version through numerous levels. Take advantage of Sonic's insane speed to

race through seven different zones, run through loops, or collect as many rings as you can. On

your mission to save the world from Dr. Eggman, you also have to defeat numerous enemies.

- New Game Mode: You can not only play the classic game mode, but also the new "Time Attack"

mode. Try to complete the level as fast as possible and set a new best time. In this mode, speed

and skill are required.

- New characters: In Sonic the Hedgehog for smartphones and tablets, you can now control

Sonic's friends Tails and Knuckles for the first time. Use their unique skills and climb, fly or glide

through the different zones.

- Optimized for mobile devices: To ensure pure gaming enjoyment on smartphones or tablets,

Sonic the Hedgehog has been optimized for mobile devices. Because of that, you can play for

example on mobile devices in widescreen format. In addition, the popular soundtrack of the SEGA

classic was completely re-mastered.

- Console Feeling: You can play Sonic the Hedgehog also with a Bluetooth controller so that it

seems like you play the game on an old SEGA console. 

Conclusion: Sonic the Hedgehog offers all SEGA fans the possibility to play the popular game on

their smartphones or tablets. Since the game was optimally adapted to mobile devices and the

game was only slightly edited, you notice virtually no difference to the original. The few new

features such as the new game mode or the new game characters make the game enjoyment only

bigger.


